HIRE RIGHT!

Are You Sure You Know What You’re Doing?

By Jeff Chestine: With a high unemployment rate, the odds of filling a position on your team are in your favor; but how do you weed out the bad seeds and spot the good ones?

49 Meet Bob Maidt By Steven Ferry: Bob Maidt was AWCI’s president in 1963-1964, but he took over the family plastering business in 1947. Here’s what almost 50 years of experience has to say.

55 Power Tool Demand By The Freedonia Group: According to a new study, U.S. demand for power and hand tools is expected to be on the upswing.

65 The History of Construction By S.S. Sauceman: We bet you never realized how humorous this subject could be!

73 Mold Remediation By Lee G. Jones: The IUPAT has launched an extensive program to educate all levels of personnel about mold remediation.
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